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My Talk
• Will provide a comparative summary of interview-type conversations I had with 

three scholars of Tibeto-Burman languages


• Scholars who have engaged in their own fieldwork in order to collect language 
materials to document a language, or else who rely on archived materials for their 
research


• I wanted to learn more about their experiences with gathering and caring for their 
materials, the types of materials they now have, and what plans or concerns they 
have about the preservation of and access to these materials in the future
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Why Interviews?
• I have benefitted from support to prepare and deposit materials from my own 

2012-current Nepal fieldwork into the special collections within the Tibetan and 
Himalayan Library at the University of Virginia (NSF BCS 1149639 & 1547377)


• I wanted to get feedback from other scholars who work in areas similar to mine 
regarding accrued materials and plans for collections


• I also wanted their opinions on desired characteristics of existing or imagined 
repositories
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Interviewees

Carol Genetti

Professor Emeritus, UC Santa Barbara


Vice Provost for Graduate & Postdoctoral Programs

NYU Abu Dhabi


Language documentation on Dolakha Newar

Nathan Hill

Reader, Tibetan and Historical Linguistics


SOAS
Jon Archer


Ph.D. SOAS 2020

Focus Structures in Mùwe Ké 

Mugu District, Nepal

Note: I also approached the researchers at Tribhuvan University in Kathmandu, but didn’t get a response

I hope to include them in these important discussions at a later date
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Interviewees
• Represent different stages of their professional careers, different (but not-

conflicting) approaches towards working with field materials, and also different 
traditions of fieldwork training and data/materials management


• I interviewed each person via Zoom in August 2020


• Jon: Began fieldwork on Mùwe Ké (Central Bodish) in 2015, his thesis is a 
combination sketch grammar and information structure analysis


• Nathan: Works primarily with materials he accesses through local contacts and 
collaborators, or else materials from existing archives


• Carol: Works primarily with an extensive range of elicited and spontaneous speech 
materials she recorded during field trips to Nepal many years ago
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Carol Genetti
• Early field work included extensive use of field notebooks and primarily audio 

recording to cassette tapes and other media


• Field notebooks were carefully annotated, but nothing was digitized until recently


• By virtue of her place of employment, Carol had the benefit of resources to hire 
students to help her to scan her notebooks and to digitize various analogue sound 
files, and to catalogue materials according to various standards


• Her initial plan is to archive materials with the UC Library, but she wonders if 
scholars would intuitively know to look there to access the collections
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Nathan Hill
• Locates himself and his interests at the humanities end of the linguistics as 

“humanities-social-science” spectrum: how people live, as encoded by language


• His interests in archived materials lie in both old text digitization and also the value 
of oral histories that surround these texts and their use/relevance to communities


• Nathan values archived materials that preserve these dynamics, more so than 
materials borne of stimulus approaches/methods


• As a scholar, he is concerned about issues of access and embargo


• Because: This matters to our relationship with data. A more general concern about 
the size of our academic community, and the need for materials to be available to 
facilitate good analytical practices
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Nathan Hill, continued
• One archive he admires and uses is Pangloss (a multi-institutional collaboration) 

because it employs indexing at extremely micro-levels, and it’s totally open access 
to scholars


• He does not like a patron-based access model (similar to what ELAR has used)


• In general, he favors a democratization of metadata standards, and letting 
computers reconcile the structure of metadata, so depositor concern for metadata 
should not stop them from going forward with archiving


• In other words: while avoiding reckless and sloppy organization, try not to let 
standards block the goal of archiving valuable materials. Keep it simple.
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Pangloss
• https://pangloss.cnrs.fr/index_en.html
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Pangloss • https://pangloss.cnrs.fr/index_en.html

Several Tibeto-Burman languages represented in their corpus, including: 
Amdo Tibetan, Bahing, Burmese, Laze, Limbu, Na, Naxi, Salar, and Tamang
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Jon Archer
• Jon has spent much time living and working with speakers of 

Mùwe Ké, in Mugu District (Jumla, Mugu Village) and also in 
Kathmandu


• He has also volunteered as an English teacher in the local schools, 
and so he has familiarity with language pedagogical practices and 
materials, and he’s interested in how these could be adapted to 
foster Mùwe Ké instruction alongside Nepali and English


• His materials are largely born-digital, using Zoom and similar 
digital microphones, but he also has extensive paper field notes


• For the sketch grammar, he has sample texts and free discourses, 
along with “traditional” elicitations


• For the information structure analysis, he worked with stimuli and 
questionnaires, using published materials and even designing his 
own task activities

Map from Jon’s Thesis
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Takeaways

Existing Needs An Archive Should… Takeaways

Carol A collection that is housed where it 
can easily be discoverable Be easy to locate and work with

If employed in the Academy, look for 
institution-internal resources to help 

prepare materials

Nathan
Access to materials that represent 

speakers as members of their 
communities

Be comprehensive and rich, and 
reflect language as practiced and 

valued by community

Depositors should not let cataloguing 
and certain metadata standards 
necessarily prevent them from 
archiving important materials

Jon A place to deposit audio files that 
represent a range of language genres

Hold materials to foster community 
use in local language curricular plans

Unrestricted access to different user 
types is important

CoRSAL web page: https://corsal.unt.edu/
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